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The Twisted Difference
 

We’ve spent years scouring the globe to bring unique, well made and innovative motorcycle accessories 
to the U.S. market. Now we create gear that outperforms everything we’ve been able to find in our  
travels. We understand the importance of having gear that withstands the rigors of life on two wheels – 
that’s why our product range is carefully curated to provide durability, ease of use and simple installation.

Many other companies have no creative control over what they sell – we do! We regularly improve the 
products we sell based on testing and customer feedback. We often coach our suppliers to add the fea-
tures and durability we know our North American customers will demand. We also work with OEMs to 
improve their product lines and develop custom accessories.

When there is no manufacturer making a particular product we see a need for, we prototype our own.  
We currently design and manufacture two brands: Denali adventure-ready electronics and DrySpec 100% 
waterproof dry bags. All DrySpec luggage, and many Denali components, are made in the USA.

We partner with touring and rental companies, training schools and professional riders to gain feed-
back about how our products hold up after miles of abuse. We use that information to improve existing 
products and develop new ones that will withstand the toughest riding conditions. Our partners include 
MotoQuest, GSM MotoRent, the California Superbike School, Tour USA, PSS Off Road, MotoMark1 and 
Colorado Motorcycle Adventures. Stunt rider Teach McNeil, Dakar rally competitor Patrick Trahan and 
Iron Butt legend Long Haul Paul all use our gear, too.

 
If a product is in our catalog, you can rest assured that it will fit, it works, it does what we say it will and it 
won’t fail you when you need it most. If we say our driving lights or luggage are waterproof, it’s because 
someone on our staff held them underwater for 5 minutes and nothing leaked. If we say a power bank can 
handle 300 amps of power, it’s because one of our techs loaded it up with widgets until he blew the fuse. If 
we say a crashbar will do its job, it’s because someone played crash test dummy (not always on purpose).

If you need help choosing the right gear for your bike, or if you have any problems with an installation, 
call our product experts. We believe an awesome buying experience starts with talking to someone who 
uses the gear you’re calling about. We’ll walk you through the installation process and share any tricks 
we’ve learned to make it easier. We’re passionate about providing you with an expert pit crew of riders, 
mechanics and adventurers to help you gear up right.

Improving your motorcycle experience remains our greatest single reward from this endeavor. Thanks 
for the many moments that continue to make this journey a wonderful adventure.

See you on the road,

Erik Stephens, Founder
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Waterproof, airtight and fully robot welded, the new 
TraX Adventure cases are the toughest aluminum 
panniers on the market.  

Features:
•  Made from 1.5mm aluminum with robot-welding, 3D patterns and  

deep-drawn lids.
• Specially designed gaskets and sealed screws keep water and dust out.
•  Chamfers on the lower edges optimize lean angle ground clearance and 

improve rider safety by eliminating sharp edges.
• Removable lids have quick-release latches and internal lid stays.
•  Sturdy tie-down points integrated into the lid corners will accommodate  

1” webbing, carabiners, ROK straps or bungees.
• Redesigned stainless steel locks offer enhanced durability.
• Available in silver anodized or black powder-coated finishes. 
• Side cases have a storage capacity of 37 or 45 L; top case holds 38 L. 
•  Will fit any QUICK-LOCK EVO brackets, combining bike-specific fit with  

convenient quick-release mounting.
 
MSRP: Individual cases start at $480.95. Three-case kits (including  
mounting hardware) start at $1,986.55.

TraX+ accessories include inner storage bags, a camping table, lid nets and 
waterproof expansion bags. 

TraX Adventure Cases & Accessories
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/shop-by-product/specials/trax-adventure-luggage
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-trax-38-liter-adventure-alu-box-topcase-black-powder-coated
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-trax-gear-camping-table-top-brushed-aluminum-for-adventure-series
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-trax-gear-side-case-expansion-bag-black-for-adventure-sidecases
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-trax-gear-lid-inner-bag-black-for-adventure-sidecases
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-trax-adventure-sidecase-kit-for-quick-lock-sidecarriers-37l-45r-anodized-silver-or-powder-coated-black


BMW R1200GS LC
See all SW-MOTECH parts 

available for this bike at: 
TwistedThrottle.com/swmotechgs
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/shop-by-bike/bmw/r1200gs-13?brand=SW-MOTECH+Bags-Connection


KOBRA Handguards 
with LED Turn Signals

Drybag 130
This strap-mount tankbag is designed to fit dual-sport bikes with sloped 
tanks. It’s made of rugged, waterproof, welded taurpaulin and expands 
from 13 to 22 L. Snap buckles on the base give easy access to your gas cap. 
MSRP: $239.95

Drybag 180 Tailbag
This all-season bag is lightweight, 
weatherproof, and easy to carry 
around. It’s made of welded tarpaulin 
with a water- and debris-proof roll 
closure and 18 L of storage capacity. 
Use the four-point mounting system 
to attach it to a luggage rack or rear 
seat, or stack it on top of any other 
SW-MOTECH Drybag tailbag (250, 
350, 450, 600 or 620). MSRP: $62.99

Streamline your bike’s front 
end by incorporating these 
16-LED blinkers into the 
sleek KOBRA handguard. The 
guard is made from hardened, 
impact-resistant plastic with 
a full-wrap aluminum frame 
and bike-specific fit. MSRP: 
Handguards, from $129.95; 
turn signals, $69.95

Yukon 90 Quick-Lock EVO
The first waterproof tank bag with Quick-Lock EVO inside! Attaches to any 
Quick-Lock EVO tank ring for secure mounting and easy release. Made of 
UV-resistant tarpaulin with a sturdy EVA base; fits most tank shapes and 
holds 9 L. MSRP: $239.95

Weatherproof Adventure Tankbags
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/shop-by-product/bike-protection/handguards?brand=SW-MOTECH+Bags-Connection
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-led-indicator-for-kobra-handguards
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-tailbag-drybag-180-18l-grey-black-waterproof
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-tankbag-yukon-90-yellow-9l-waterproof
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-tankbag-yukon-90-gray-black-9l-waterproof
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-bags-connection-drybag-130-waterproof-13-22-liter-strap-tankbag


Ducati Scrambler
Shown with:
Blaze Sport saddlebags
Crashbars
On/off-road footpegs
Mirror wideners
Front & rear axle sliders
Handlebar  crossbar
GPS mount

Front Axle Slider

Crashbars

On/Off-Road Footpegs
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/shop-by-bike/ducati/scarmbler-classic-icon-full-throttle-urban-enduro-15
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-crashbars-engine-guards-for
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-blaze-sport-saddlebag-system-for-ducati-scrambler-15
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-on-road-off-road-footpegs-ducati-multistrada-1200-10


Cylinder Head Protectors

Handlebar Risers Blaze Sport Saddlebags

Gold Edition parts for 
the BMW R Nine T
Shown with:
Handlebar risers
Radiator guard
License plate relocation kit
Rear master cylinder guard
Frame plug
Adjustable shift lever
Cylinder head guards
Potentiometer guard
Rear brake reservoir guard

Also available:
Crashbars
Skidplate
Headlight guard
GPS mount
and more!
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/shop-by-bike/bmw/r-ninet
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-bags-connection-blaze-sport-saddlebags-for-yamaha-fz-07-14-60
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-silver-aluminum-cylinder-guards-for-bmw-r1200gs-10-13-17407


Blaze Sport Saddlebags Alu-Rack Toprack

Blaze Sport Saddlebags

Crashbars with HAWK LED Lights

Yamaha FJ-09 Shown with:
TraX Adventure sidecases

TraX Adventure topcase
QUICK-LOCK EVO sidecarriers

QUICK-LOCK tankbag
Steel rack
Crashbars

Front & rear axle sliders
Mirror wideners

GPS mount
Sidestand foot enlarger
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/shop-by-bike/yamaha/yamaha-fj09-15
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-crashbars-engine-guards-ktm-1190-adventure-1190-adventure-r-35
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-alu-rack-toprack-to-fit-trax-givi-other-topcases-for-yamaha-fj-09-15
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/sw-motech-blaze-sport-saddlebag-system-yamaha-fj-09-15


Cruiser & Custom Line
Denali makes auxiliary lighting easy 
for all motorcycles—from cruiser 
to adventure to sport—by offering 
complete kits with lights, mounts 
and wiring all in one package.

Chrome Auxiliary Lights
The new polished chrome color option for 
Denali DR1, D2 and DM lights gives cruiser 
riders more ways to blend function with style. 
All Denali LED lights have a rugged water-
proof aluminum housing and are submersible 
(up to 3 meters underwater). 

DR1 Single-Intensity Lights
The long-distance specialist 
for high-speed highway riding! 
The DR1 has a large 10° optic 
that maximizes nighttime  
visibility by concentrating a 

spot beam pattern at the center of your field of view. Consuming 
only 10 watts of power per lamp, the DR1 lights throw a beam 695 
feet down the road—that’s more than 4 times farther than your  
typical motorcycle high beam. MSRP: $429.99 (includes lights,  
wiring harness and mounting brackets).

DM Micro Single-Intensity Lights
Less than 1.5” in diameter, the DM is our smallest 
lamp—and our daytime visibility specialist! Often 
mounted on fenders for a clean, inconspicuous 
look, the DM’s smaller optic intensifies the bright-
ness of the light from the front. Consumes only  
5 watts per lamp and throws a beam 240 feet down 
the road— almost twice as far as a typical motor-
cycle high beam. MSRP: $289.99 (includes lights, 
wiring harness and mounting brackets).

D2 Dual-Intensity Lights
Our original and most 
popular light! The compact 
2” housing and ultra-bright 
optic provide the perfect 
blend of daytime visibility 
and nighttime driving illumi-
nation. Consuming only 10 
watts per lamp, the D2 lights 
send a beam 423 feet down 
the road—that’s 3 times 
farther than your typical  
motorcycle high beam. 
MSRP: $439.99 (includes 
lights, wiring harness and 
mounting brackets).

DOT Headlight Replacement Module
Denali’s new headlight module 
offers more than twice the light 
output of your original halogen 
headlight! It throws light both wider 
and farther down the road, while 
drawing minimal power from the 
battery. The module will fit any 
standard 5.75” or 7” round head-
light; the housing is sold separately. 
A complete application chart is 
available online. MSRP: 5.75”, 
$399.00; 7”, $429-449.00

Designed and manufactured by Twisted Throttle
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/denali-dr1-single-intensity-led-auxiliary-lighting-kit-with-full-wiring-harness-m8-mount-chrome
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/denali-d2-dual-intensity-led-lighting-kit-with-full-wiring-harness-and-m8-mount-chrome
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/denali-dm-micro-single-intensity-led-lighting-kit-with-full-wiring-harness-m8-mount-chrome
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/denali-dm-micro-single-intensity-led-lighting-kit-with-full-wiring-harness-m8-mount-chrome
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/brand/denali/


Suzuki Boulevard C90

Shown with:
Chrome DR1 Single-Intensity Lights
Chrome DM Micro Single-Intensity Lights
DOT Headlight Replacement Module
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/shop-by-bike/suzuki/boulevard-c90-vl1500-lc-intruder-volusia


Twisted Throttle staffer in Grand
Teton National Park, August 2015.
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SoundBomb 
The Denali SoundBomb is designed for riders who want a loud horn with 
stealth styling. Two new versions of the SoundBomb let you choose the 
right look and sound for your motorcycle.
 

New Tube Mount Kits
With the addition of these mounts, Denali auxiliary 
lights will now fit nearly any bike, from fairing to 
fender. A unique octagonal inner profile allows the 
clamps to securely grip a wide range of tube diam-
eters, while an optional, fully rotatable mounting 
shelf provides greater adjustability.

Inverted Fork Tube Mount For  
50mm-60mm Tubes 
MSRP: Black, $79.99 

Conventional Fork Tube Mount For  
39mm-49mm Tubes 
MSRP: Chrome, $84.99; Black, $79.99

Crashbar/Handlebar Mount For  
22mm-29mm Tubes 
MSRP: Black, $74.99

Crashbar/Frame Mount For  
32mm-38mm Tubes  
MSRP: Chrome, $82.99; Black, $77.99

Denali SoundBomb Mini  
Electromagnetic Horn
At 113 decibels, the distinct low-
tone sound from the SoundBomb 
Mini is twice as loud as a typical 
disc horn. A direct plug-and-play 
upgrade from your factory horn, the 
Mini requires no additional relay or 
wiring harness. MSRP: $29.99

Denali SoundBomb Split 
Dual-Tone Air Horn
Produces the same ear-
splitting 120 decibels as the 
original SoundBomb, with 
a new two-piece design for 
easy installation in tight 
spaces. Requires a relay and 
plug-and-play harness (sold 
separately). MSRP: $54.99

Mounting Solutions
Denali offers the most light 
mounting options on the  
market, with both bike-specific 
and universal applications.

Designed and manufactured by Twisted Throttle
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/denali-conventional-fork-tube-auxiliary-light-mount-for-39mm-49mm-1-5in-1-875in-diameter-tubes-black-18607
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/denali-engine-guard-frame-auxiliary-light-mount-for-32mm-38mm-1-25in-1-5in-diameter-tubes-black
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/denali-engine-guard-crashbar-auxiliary-light-mount-for-22mm-29mm-0-875in-1-125in-diameter-tubes-black
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/denali-soundbomb-split-dual-tone-air-horn
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/denali-soundbomb-mini-electromagnetic-low-tone-horn


Model-specific mounting 
solutions for every  

bike in your garage.

Honda NC700X shown with Denali D4 lights on crashbar mounts and  
Denali D2 lights on fender mounts.

KTM 690 SMC shown with Denali DR1 lights on fork tube mounts.

BMW S1000RR shown with Denali DM Micro lights on fender mounts.
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/news-and-events/honda-nc700x-project-bike-by-twisted-throttle.html
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/news-and-events/twisted-throttle-2010-bmw-s1000rr-demo-bike.html


Elevation Paddock Stands
The new Elevation series of modular paddock stands are easy to break 
down and transport, yet remain strong and sturdy when assembled. Made 
from FE360 tubular steel and powder-coated black, the stands come with 
high-quality caster wheels for smooth rolling action and extra stability.

The Front Paddock Stand has adapters on the arms that hook and slot into 
the underside of the fork legs. MSRP: $124.99
The Rear Paddock Stand has hooks and adjustable arms that are compatible 
with R&G cotton reels and spindle sliders. MSRP: $124.99

R&G Racing is the world 
leader in sportbike styling 
and protection accessories.

Stainless Steel Radiator Guard 
A more rugged version of R&G’s 
original aluminum radiator guard, 
this guard is made from 1mm 
stainless steel sheeting. It’s incredibly 
strong and impervious to rust— 
perfect for riders on adventure or 
adventure-sport bikes who tackle 
demanding terrain and conditions. 
The laser-cut grills provide maxi-
mum airflow to the radiator so that 
cooling isn’t compromised. The 
guard attaches easily and quickly to 
the front of the radiator, with no 
modifications needed.  
MSRP: From $132.50

Kickstand Shoe
Forget kickstand pucks! R&G’s new 
Kickstand Shoe bolts to the bottom 
of the sidestand to enlarge the 
footprint by up to 100%, spreading 
the load on the sidestand foot to 
help keep the stand from “piercing” 
the ground. Available for nearly 100 
different bikes, the shoe sandwiches 
the existing foot between an alumi-
num base to prevent corrosion and a 
stainless steel lid for strength. 
When the kickstand is raised, the 
shoe does not affect ground clear-
ance or interfere with the chain 
while riding. Installs in minutes with 
three countersunk Allen bolts. 
MSRP: From $52.99
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/shop-by-product/bike-protection/radiator-oil-cooler-guards?brand=R%26G
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/r-g-front-paddock-stand
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/r-g-rear-paddock-stand
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/shop-by-product/bike-accessories/sidestands/sidestand-feet


Radiator and Oil 
Cooler Guards

Top Yoke Insert

Tail Tidy

Aero Sliders, Engine 
Case Covers, Swingarm 
Plug & Boot Guard

BMW S1000XR Shown with:
Aero Crash Protectors

Front Indicator Adapters
Footrest Blanking Plate

Swingarm Protectors
Tank Traction Grips
Engine Case Covers
Engine Case Sliders
Offset Cotton Reels
Exhaust Hanger Kit

Oil Cooler Guard
Fork Protectors
Bar End Sliders
Exhaust Hanger
KickStand Shoe
Yoke Top Insert
Boot Guard Kits

Frame Plugs
Mirror Risers
Cotton Reels

Radiator Guard
Shocktube

Tail Tidy
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/shop-by-bike/bmw/s1000xr-15
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/shop-by-bike/bmw/s1000xr-15?brand=R%26G
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/r-g-engine-case-left-side-cover-for-bmw-s1000rr-10-14-hp4-13-15-s1000r-14-15-racing-version
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/r-g-top-yoke-cap-for-bmw-s1000xr-15-16
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/r-g-tail-tidy-license-plate-holder-for-bmw-s1000xr-15-16
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/r-g-radiator-guard-for-bmw-s1000xr-15-16-red-or-titanium


Instrument Panel For Triumph Thruxton 
This stylish accessory for ‘04-’07 & ‘08-’15 Thruxton’s 
moves the key location onto the instrument panel 
and repositions the dials to a flatter profile for a more 
retro look. The top section is finished in brushed 
aluminum; the bottom bracket is black-anodized for 
a clean, durable finish. MSRP: $114.99

Regulator/Rectifier Bracket For Triumph Bonneville 
(‘04-’15), Thruxton (‘04-’11) & Scrambler (‘06-’15)
By relocating the regulator/rectifier from the bottom 
triple clamp to the frame, this mounting bracket neat-
ens up the look of the bike. It also increases clearance 
for fork travel, especially in cases where the front end 
is lowered. MSRP: $43.99

Tank Traction Grips 
Made of soft and durable material, these traction pads 
have a unique texture that gives you good grip and 
feel for better bike control. The precision-cut adhesive 
pieces are designed for specific bike applications, with 
2, 4 or 6 pieces in each kit, depending on the shape of 
the tank and adjoining fairing. The grips work in both 
wet and dry conditions, and the high-strength adhe-
sive backing won’t damage paint. Available in black or 
ultra-clear finishes, these kits are available for many 
different bike styles and brands; new applications are 
released regularly. MSRP: From $45.99

Boot Guard Pads
Protect your bike’s swingarm from boot scuffs and 
marks with R&G’s new Boot Guard Pads. Like the Tank 
Traction Grips, these pads are made of a durable, 
uniquely textured material that’s precision-cut to fit 
specific bikes. Each kit includes 2 to 6 pieces, depend-
ing on the shape of the swingarm. The high-strength 
adhesive backing ensures the pads will stay put without 
damaging bodywork or paint. Kits are available for a 
wide range of bike styles and brands; new applications 
are released regularly. MSRP: From $31.99
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/r-g-regulator-rectifier-relocation-bracket-for-triumph-bonneville-04-14-thruxton-04-11-scrambler-06-14
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/r-g-instrument-fascia-for-triumph-thruxton-08-14-with-flat-bars
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/r-g-aluminum-instrument-fascia-for-triumph-thruxton-04-07
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/r-g-aluminum-instrument-fascia-for-triumph-thruxton-04-07
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=Eazi-Grip%E2%84%A2+Tank+Traction+Pad


Kawasaki
Vulcan S

Shown with:
Adjustable Foot Controls

Swingarm Protectors
Rear Paddock Stand

Bar End Sliders
Radiator Guard

Highway Pegs
Engine Bars

Mirror Risers
Cotton Reels 
Heel Shifter

Shocktube
Backrest

Tail Tidy

Bar End & Tank Pad

Engine Bars & Radiator Guard

Footpegs & Shifter Ends

Rear Axle Slider
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/shop-by-bike/kawasaki/kawasaki-vulcan-s-650-2015
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/r-g-adventure-bars-for-kawaski-vulcan-s-15
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/r-g-tail-tidy-license-plate-holder-for-kawasaki-vulcan-s-15


TM

TM

TM

TM

TM

Inspired by military tactical 
gear and made in the USA, 
DrySpec bags are the world’s 
toughest and most versatile 
motorcycle luggage. The 
product range includes 
100% waterproof welded 
dry bags, mil-spec hard 
cases and heavy-duty 
tie-down straps.
 
D20 Saddlebags
These bags are 100% waterproof, even 
when submerged! You can mount them 
directly to a bike with or without side 
racks. Thanks to an innovative modular 
packing design, they can even be mount-
ed on bikes with high exhaust pipes.
 
The D20’s interchangeable center strap 
is key to the bags’ versatility. Use the 
Velcro center strap for convenience, the 
solid nylon strap for extremely muddy 
conditions, or remove the center strap 
completely to mount the bags directly 
to a DrySpec D28 or D38 tail bag—this 
allows the saddlebags to be mounted 
up high for extra exhaust clearance. A 
heat shield is sold separately.
 
The bags are made of 22-ounce vinyl and 
coated Cordura with RF-welded seams. 
Rigid-core construction maintains the 
bags’ shape even when empty, making 
packing and unpacking a cinch. Each 
saddlebag holds 20 L. MSRP: $174.99

Bags shown mounted to a D38 tailbag

Designed and manufactured by Twisted Throttle
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/dryspec-d20-dry-saddle-bag-set
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/dryspec-d78-modular-drybag-system-available-in-black-gray-and-orange


Mitas Tires

Barkbusters

Model E-09 E-10 E-07
Street/Dirt 20/80 40/60 50/50

Carbon Handguard Upgrade Kit
Sleek, high-tech protection for your urban adventure bike! The new Carbon 
guard is made of genuine, hand-laid carbon fiber and finished with a UV-sta-
ble, gloss-coated resin. Fits VPS, Storm, Jet and Kobra applications. MSRP: 
$209.99 (backbone and bike-specific mounting kit sold separately).

LED Indicators &  
Running Lights
Increase your visibility without 
cramping your style! These lights are 
a slick fit on Barkbusters’ Jet, VPS 
and Storm handguards. The amber 
turn signals and white running lights 
each have 15 super bright LEDs, yet 
draw minimal power. MSRP: $74.95

E-09 
For the dual-sport rider who wants a big, bad-ass (and still DOT) knobby. The 
E-09 is reliable, puncture-resistant and long-lasting, and rugged enough for 
technical terrain. MSRP: Front, from $77.95; Rear, from $109.95

E-10 
Designed especially for big adventure bikes. Works on all types of roads and 
moderate terrain, with a tread pattern biased toward dirt riding. MSRP: Front, 
from $146.95; Rear, from $171.95

E-07 
Tire of choice for long-distance adventure riders. The E-07 offers the perfect 
balance of on-road longevity and off-pavement traction, and is well suited for 
intermediate to hard terrain. MSRP: Front, from $105.95; Rear, from $133.95

Coming in 2016:
Terra Force R

70/30 street/dirt ratio
With enhanced stability and long  
life, this dual-purpose tire has a 
street-oriented tread pattern for good 
traction on wet or dry pavement. It’s 
best for light off-road surfaces, like 
gravel roads or dirt highways.

New sizes for big adventure 
bikes coming in 2016: 
120/70-19” and 170/60-17”
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/barkbusters-led-indicator-lights-for-jet-storm-vps-plastic-handguards-amber
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/barkbusters-carbon-fiber-handguard-upgrade-kit-for-vps-storm-jet-handguard-applications
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/brand/mitas-tires/
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/mitas-e-07-dakar-dual-sport-rear-17-inch-tire-size-150-70-17-55-street-45-dirt-69t-tubeless
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/mitas-e-10-dakar-dual-sport-rear-18-inch-tire-size-150-70-18-40-street-60-dirt-70t-tubeless
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/mitas-e-09-dakar-dual-sport-rear-18-inch-size-150-70-18-20-street-80-dirt-70r-tubeless-bias-ply-tire


MRA X-Creen Sport & Touring Windshield Spoilers
The revised versions of these popular windshield extenders  
have a lower profile and sleeker clamp-on mounting hardware. 
Double-jointed mounting arms let you adjust height and angle for 
the ideal airflow. Available in clear or smoke. MSRP: Sport, $119.95; 
Touring, $161.90.

Windshields for Naked Bikes
With a confirmed fit on most naked bikes and cruisers, these 
handlebar-mounted shields have an advanced aerodynamic 
design. Choose the VFSZ for use with angular headlights or 
the VFS for single, round headlights. Available in clear or 
smoke with optional X-Creen Sport spoiler installed. An 
application chart is available, and mounting kits are sup-
plied separately. MSRP: $104.95; with X-Creen, $193.95.

Style VFSZ for dual 
headlights; 16.5” tall

Style VFXS
for single
headlights,
with optional 
X-Creen
spoiler;
20.1” tall

X-Creen Sport Windshield 
Spoiler (clamp-on)

X-Creen Tour 
Windshield 
Spoiler (bolt-on)

Interphone
Interphone F5 OFFROAD Bluetooth Communicator
A good comm system can help turn unexpected situations into a safer riding 
experience. Weatherproof, reliable and simple to use, the F5 OFFROAD has 
only what you need for communication in demanding conditions. Keep your 
hands on the bars with auto-reconnection if you go out of range, automatic 
volume adjustment and voice dialing. MSRP: $197.99

Power Bank Adventure 9000
Packing 9000 mAh and a 2.1-amp 
output, this lithium-ion battery will 
power up your smartphone 4-6 
times before needing a  
recharge. The waterproof, 
durable body is wrapped 
in silicone for impact 
resistance. A 
high-efficiency 
LED light is built 
in for night-
time use. 
Measures  
4” x 2.5” x 1”. 
MSRP: 
$119.99

Power Bank & Jump Starter
With a capacity of 7500 mAh, this lithium-polymer battery 
can charge smartphones, PCs, cameras and other devices –  
not to mention jumpstart your bike. A jumper kit with two 
clamps (positive/negative terminals) is included.  
MSRP: $134.10
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/mra-x-creen-add-on-variable-windscreen-spoiler-blade-bolt-on
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/mra-x-creen-add-on-variable-windscreen-spoiler-blade-bolt-on-11146
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/shop-by-product/ergonomics-rider-comfort/windshields?product_type=Windshields+%28for+naked+bikes%29
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/interphone-f5-offroad-series-bluetooth-r-motorcycle-communicators-single-kit
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/interphone-usb-power-bank-starter-8000-mah
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/interphone-usb-power-bank-9000-mah


Kaoko Throttle Locks

Precision-manufactured for a bike-specific fit, many of 
Kaoko’s throttle locks are designed to be paired with 
Barkbusters handguards. The unit consists of a knurled 
friction nut (easy to use with gloves on) integrated with 
a replacement bar-end weight. Installation takes less 
than five minutes.

New Applications: 
‘13-’15 BMW R1200GS LC & 
‘14-’15 R1200GS LC Adventure 
Can be installed with or without 
OEM or Barkbusters handguards. 
MSRP: $141.95

‘12-’15 Honda NC700X, 
‘14-’15 CTX700, 
‘13-’15 CB500X & 
‘13-’15 CB500F 
Not designed for use 
with handguards. 
MSRP: $141.95

AdMore Lighting

High Output LED Mini Light Bar
Now 60% brighter, this 8” light bar ramps up your 
visibility with 78 high-intensity LEDs. Available with a 
clear or smoke lens, it provides red running lights, pro-
gressive amber turn signals and red brake lighting with 
built-in modulation. CAN-BUS compatible wiring and a 
license plate mount are included. MSRP: $129.00

NoNoise Hearing Protectors

Wind noise during motorcycling regularly exceeds the 
levels at which hearing damage can occur—but block-
ing all noise while riding 
is risky and inconvenient. 
NoNoise Motorsport ear 
plugs protect you from 
damaging noise levels 
without muffling the 
sounds you want to hear, 
like normal conversation, 
intercoms, and music.

The plugs are made of a  
comfortable, washable  
thermoplastic with silicone-free 
construction, so they’re less likely 
to irritate sensitive skin. The Venturi-shaped sound 
channel and zirconium oxide ceramic filter prevent the 
sound muffling and blocked-ear feeling you often get 
with foam plugs. MSRP: $29.95

TechSpec Gripster Tank Grips

Get solid tank grip without snagging! All TechSpec 
grips have a releasable adhesive that lets you repo-
sition the grips without leaving residue behind. The 
stylish, high-grip Snake Skin version (shown here) has 
a low-profile black diamond pattern.

‘10-’15 Yamaha XT1200Z Super Tenere

‘12-’15 Suzuki V-Strom DL650
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http://www.twistedthrottle.com/admore-lighting-led-light-bar-mini-with-running-brake-and-progressive-amber-turn-signals
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/brand/kaoko/
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/brand/nonoise/
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/brand/techspec/


Benefits of shopping with us:
•  2-year Twisted Throttle warranty on all products, 

even if the manufacturer’s warranty is shorter

• Lifetime technical support

• 5% cash back to use on future orders*

• Free shipping for all USA orders over $49*

• No-hassle returns

• Price match guarantee

*Some restrictions apply. See website for details.

http://www.twistedthrottle.com/
http://www.twistedthrottle.com/customer-services-pages/the-twisted-throttle-difference
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